The recent experiments to which we here refer involve elastic ~ -p scattering between 300 and 700 MeV, charge-exchange scattering between 500 and ,H 1300 MeV, and polarization measurements between 500 and 1000 MeV. The first of .?
1 .
these was-accomplished at Saclay by a collaboration of .Berkely.and Saclay scientists, the second 2 is the current effort of cooperative research by Berkeley and University of Hawaii persons, and the· third3 is.Berkeley work~ We also repor,t on the present. status of the phase shift problem, 4 as studied independently by Roper and Cence.
I. ELASTIC SCATTERING, 300 to 700 MeV
The recent elastic scattering work was intended to provide information \ joining the low energy region up to 310 MeV with the region of the higher It is not possible in this paper to display the curves of differential cross sections for the fifteen different conditions of charge and energy at which .. measurements were secured. We. shall state some qualitative deductions, and · display plots of the coefficients of a cosine power series expansion of the T = 1/?.
scattering; as a function of energy, as they are deduced from this work taken the Berkeley-Hawaii charge exchange experiment, and from recent measurements by Lind et al.5 at 315 and 370 Me~, in such a way as to extract the pure T = 1/2 elastic scattering. The coefficients of the cosine power series expansion, as functions of energy, are displayed in Fig. 1 . Scattering data from the well-known work of Helland et al., were also employed in this treatment.
-~ As we should expect, the evidences of the n 15 F 15 interference near 900
MeV'stand out even more strongly than in rc~p curves. An interesting feature of
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. The further function of the data is to provide important constraints in r .)
*We should note also tha~ this same s 11 n 13 contributes stronglyin a positive .. sense in a2 to provide the abrupt rise between 500 and 600 MeV. 
III. POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS I ) .
' >· .
' + ·---. . . ·-·-.--~-The angul,ar dependence of recoil proton polarization in re--p elastic scattering has '?een obtained at pion energies of 523, 572, 689, 864, 981, and· 1301 MeV. The statistical strength of the data is unfortunately too low to allow detailed interpretation, bht the following comments can be ~de:
,. The values are in millibarns. . to use orders great~~ than two in the series. . n, o~ data o~ cross sections and polarization. g~
1.__ P(90 deg) in
The present results set i'orth by Roper i'or the vicinity of' 600 MeV ~!J. . ·
show a P 11 resonance at .570 MeV and a n 13 res~~ance at 650 MeV.
He had assumed in his input data a Breit-Wigner D 13 ' iytelastic.
Both are stron~ly .1~ '.
1.~-~.':
Ttie chi -square value of' his i'i t to the total array of' data in 2910, where he has~ \ "\ emfloyed approximately 1200 separate datum points and has admitted partial. waves j, '
The double resonance spanning 600 MeV seems unique to Roper's analysis.
' Actually these are both so strongly inelasth: in his results that the behavior of the real parts of the P 11 an~ D 13 phases .is not crucial. While it is appealing to attempt to i'it all data simultaneously, the question may be raised as to whether the constraints imposed by the parameterizing of' the energy dependence may not 
